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2011 NAFRA CHAPTER

Nov 1	


All Saints

By Brian Simmons

Nov 2	


All Souls

Nov 3	


Solanus Casey

Nov 8	


John Duns Scotus

Several of us in the fraternity were able to spend at least parts of one
or more days at the NAFRA meeting that was held at the St. Francis
Retreat Center in late October. It was especially good to see Brandy
Chavez and Susie Saenz, two of our formation candidates, there and
helping out, especially on the day most of the visitors arrived.

Nov 17	

 Elizabeth of Hungary,
	

	

Patroness -Third Order
Nov 19	

 Agnes of Assisi
Nov 29	

 All Saints of the
	

	

Franciscan Order
Dec 8	


Immaculate Conception

Dec 12	

 Our Lady of Guadalupe

It was a wonderful time. It was great to meet Secular Franciscans
from across the country. It was also great to meet and hear Fr.
Lester Bach and Fr. Louie Vitale. Fr. Louie received a JPIC award for
his ongoing witness to the gospel of peace, a witness that involves
significant personal sacrifice. Fr. Lester’s presentation Wednesday
morning was one of the highlights of the week for me. He had many
profound things to say, but let me just repeat one quote that really
struck me. He said, “Wherever we are, our profession should show
itself.” One could do a lot of meditating on that theme.
Deacon Tom Bello, the national minister, gave the annual “Sense of
the Order” address (comparable to a “State of the Union” speech the
president gives every year). While his remarks were wide-ranging,
his primary point was the need to promote vitality in the fraternity at
every level. We broke into smaller discussion groups to generate
some specific suggestions for how to do this. I took a lot of notes
and will share them with the Council. Wednesday night we had a
wonderful liturgy at which our own Bishop Richard Garcia presided.
The national vice-minister presented him with a beautiful Tau cross at
the end of the evening.
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Thursday was JPIC day, which featured a presentation by the
national JPIC minister. We also heard presentations from an SFO
member doing some wonderful work in the Amazon River region,
from social justice staff from the National
Conference of Catholic Bishops, and from
the new director of the Franciscan Action
Network. That night we had a beautiful
prayer service, as did people of faith
around the world, commemorating the
anniversary of the ecumenical world day
of prayer for peace hosted by Pope John
Brian & Fr. Louie Vitale
Paul II in Assisi.
It was a spiritually uplifting and rewarding week.
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Birthdays
Nov	

	


Barry Earl

MINISTER’S MESSAGE

Nov 15	

 Aurora Haro

By Rosemary Apodaca

Nov 24	

 Marie Rhyans

All peace and good to all of you.

Dec 8	


Lupe Rubio

Rosemary & Bishop Richard Garcia
NAFRA 2011 Chapter

First of all, I want to thank all of
you for helping out with NAFRA.
We received a wonderful note
from Cindy and Jim Westly
thanking our fraternity for all our
work.
Diane Creedon also
thanked all the fraternities for all
the items that were sent to fill the
bags for the Regional Ministers.
If you recall Benny was able to
get a donation of Franciscan
metals as well as post cards.

Magdalena, as always, came through with food and goodies. It was
an amazing reunion, and we played a very important part. We shared
our home, the St. Francis Retreat Center in the way we knew best:
each giving of themselves, helping people get to their rooms, and
directing people with their perfect smiles.

Professions
Nov 4	


Ruby King

Nov 20	

 Alice Sousa
Nov 27	

 Lupe Rubio
I promise to live all the days of my

life the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ
in the Secular Franciscan Order
by observing its rule of life.

Footsteps
is published monthly by:

This month has been a busy for me, NAFRA… the beauty of sharing
oneself with others that have like minds. I hope that you were all
able to join in. I was able to participate in the evenings, but I heard
that the talks during the day were wonderful.
This month also brought me a little bundle, well not so little. My
grandson Jaden is staying with me while his mother is away at an Air
Force training. Lucky for Jaden and me that my daughter will be
home in four weeks, on December 7. It has been wonderful having
him around, but I had forgotten how much energy three year olds
have. God has blessed me because my health has been great!
Please keep me in your prayers that I continue to have the strength to do
his will.
I continue to work with my fifth graders. It’s so sad to read that we
are at the bottom of the totem pole in California when it comes to
education. Our children are so lost, and without God they are not
only lost but without hope. I continue to pray that our children find
God and that their parents support the children in the things that
most matter.

The Junipero Serra of Carmel
Secular Franciscan Fraternity

November’s All Soul’s Day brings to mind all those who have gone
before us, our loved ones and our mentors. Please keep them in
your prayers.

Deadline for Submissions:
2nd Monday
Carol Greenwald - Editor
(CGreenwaldSFO@gmail.com)

I have been working on our annual report for the Regional Fraternity.
This report will go on to National and then International as well. We
belong to a very big family of Secular Franciscans; we are so
blessed. The report is a census.
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FORMAT ION FORUM
By Brian Simmons

On Saturday, October 8th, Melva, Carol, Rosemary, and I attended a regional workshop on the new
formation manual. This has been a work in progress for literally years. Fr. Lester Bach, who played an
integral role in compiling the American version of the manual, based his new book, “The Franciscan
Journey,” on the new manual.
The new material is called the “FUN” manual, “FUN” being an acronym for “For Up to Now.” You’ll all
recognize that as part of a famous quote from St. Francis: “For up to now, we have done nothing.”
Along with the manual, we received a copy of an incredible set of resources in both hard copy and
electronic formats. (We actually got a few electronic copies so that we’ll always have a set somewhere.)
I have literally only begun to work my way through the resources. It is voluminous!! The materials can
be used for both initial and ongoing formation.
What I want to do both for this column and in our ongoing formation session at the November gathering
is talk about some of the themes I brought home from the workshop. I trust that Melva, Carol, and
Rosemary will share their thoughts as well at the gathering, and that we as a community can have a
good conversation about the direction both the International and the National Fraternities are asking us
to take with formation. In a sense, these are not new themes but rather familiar themes with a renewed
emphasis.
First, our order is a Roman Catholic order. It is important not only that those who are seriously
considering our way of life be Catholics in good standing with the Church, they must also be conversant
with the basic tenets of our faith. If one is not Catholic, not a practical Catholic (that’s the term used in
the manual), and/or not familiar with the fundamental teachings of the faith, one cannot be a professed
SFO. (Other opportunities, such as affiliation, may be open to such people who would like to be part of
the Franciscan community.) It may also be that after some other experience (e.g., going through RCIA),
it would be appropriate for someone to move forward through initial formation.
Second, arguably the strongest theme that came through for me was the notion of vocation – the sense
of being called to be Franciscan. It is not enough, as Fr. Bach said in his column in the Tau an issue or
so ago, to be a nice person with a devotion to St. Francis. While in itself that is a wonderful thing, it is
not the same thing as being called to a commitment to follow the gospel in the manner of Francis and
Clare. It is essential that people understand the concept of daily conversion – that it means changing
things in our lives. It is important that people take on as their own the foundational ideas of the
Franciscan way of life: “justice; acceptance of people; dialogue; forgiveness; contemplation; being
consistent peacemakers; responding to the call to serve in fraternity life; accepting the Franciscangospel perception of life; accepting the value of regular gatherings; recognizing the need for ongoing
formation”; and so on (quote from Fr. Bach’s column). The formation process should be designed for a
mutual discernment process: both the candidate and the fraternity work together to decide if the
candidate has such a vocation. Both have to agree that she or he does.
The third theme I brought home was the need for a well-structured formation
process. This is especially emphasized in Fr. Bach’s new book. There are to
be three distinct phases. The first is an Orientation phase that lasts three
months.
This focuses on basic Catholic doctrine and introduces the
Franciscan family. The second part is the six-month Inquiry phase. I think of
this as SFO 101, in which notions of vocation and Franciscan identity are
introduced. Also provided is some initial information on Franciscan history
and spirituality. The final phase, which under the General Constitutions must
last a minimum of 18 months, is the candidacy phase. This is the time we are
all familiar with, in which people who are serious about pursuing life as a
Secular Franciscan study, discuss, and pray together.

Continued on Page 4
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MINISTER’S MESSAGE
Continued from Page 2
It asks us to account for our members: those that are active, that is professed members that attend
meeting and pay their fair share; those professed that are no longer with us because they have chosen
to become inactive or lapse their membership to our fraternity (they are still professed SFO, however);
and those that have requested to be excused from meetings for whatever reason, illness, travel etc.
Excused members are still responsible for their fair share unless they claim an economic hardship, an
option available to any member.

JuniperoSerraSFO.org

Of course with this census I have found people that have moved or have become ill, and several have
moved on to other fraternities or organizations. I have found that completing this report opens lines of
communication between us, so we can serve each other better. We too have a responsibility to stay in
touch with our brothers and sisters that are home bound for whatever reason. I am learning so much. I
had no idea what a beautiful responsibility being minister would be, but I believe that this is where God
wants me today, and he will give me the strength to serve all of you. God is good all the time, and all
the time God is good. I must continue to open my eyes to the good around and live our rule that
brother Francis has set for us. Paz & Bien, Rosemary
Kent Ferris, The national JPIC Coordinator, recently sent out an email to fraternities
throughout the country. His message is quoted in part below:
I want to draw your attention to the Junipero Serra Fraternity of Carmel, CA. As
you might know, the JPIC Commission has some work to do in order to get the
NAFRA website’s JPIC page up to speed. I’ve mentioned a couple other local or
regional fraternity JPIC webpages before, but the Junipero Serra JPIC page is
incredibly thorough, what we’ll use as a model for providing updates. (Until we get
the national JPIC page up to speed, you might want to make theirs a “favorite.”)

Kudos to our awesome webmaster, Anne Peloquin. If you have any photos or other items
to contribute to the site, please contact Anne.

FORMAT ION FORUM

Continued from Page 3

The emphasis in each phase is on discernment. The questions obviously differ at each step. For
example, determining whether someone is a knowledgeable, practical Catholic in good standing with
the Church (important to know at the end of the Orientation phase) is very different from determining if
someone is ready to enter into a permanent commitment to the Secular Franciscan community.
The final point I want to mention has to do with the responsibility of the entire fraternity for formation.
While we certainly have a formation director, responsibility for this entire process cannot be left to one
person. Each fraternity should have a formation team, which can be comprised of both members of the
council and other members of the fraternity as well. Each of us also plays a formation role in how we
model what it means to be Franciscan in our own lives and in how we interact with each other.
The Council is planning to spend some extra time together after the first of the year mulling all this over.
We will bring some ideas back to the Fraternity at a future gathering for more discussion. We look
forward to the invigorating role formation can play in the life of our Fraternity.
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FRANCISCANS IN ACTION
JUSTICE
Occupy Wall Street
The Occupy Wall Street movement has a powerful ally in Catholic social teaching. [One occupier said,]
“Corporations...control most of the wealth, while so many of the rest of us have so little.”
Blessed Pope John Paul II addressed very strong words to these “structures of sin” [corporations]. He
said, “The all-consuming desire for profit, and … the thirst for power, with the intention of imposing one’s
will upon others” is opposed to the will of God! The Catholic social teaching principle known as “the
universal destination of the earth’s resources” insists that all people deserve a fair share of creation and
the goods of humankind – certainly to the point of having each person’s basic needs entirely met. Pope
Paul VI taught that God intends for everyone to adequately share in the goods of the earth, and that all
other rights must be subordinated to this truth!
Pax Christi

PEACE
NAFRA Award to Fr. Louie
Fr. Louie Vitale and SFO National Minister Tom Bello at the NAFRA
Chapter where Fr. Louie is received the SFO JPIC Award.

On October 27, 2011, National Fraternity of the Secular Franciscan Order, at their
National Chapter meeting at St. Francis Retreat in San Juan Bautista, presented
their Justice, Peace & Integrity of Creation (JPIC) Award to Fr. Louie Vitale, OFM.
Fr. Louie helped found the Nevada Peace Initiative, protesting the testing of
nuclear weapons, and participates regularly in the protests at Ft. Benning, Ga.,
home of the School of the Americas. He has been arrested over 200 times.
Bishop Garcia said recently, “Louie, you are holy, even in your prison cell.” Fr.
Louie counts St. Francis of Assisi, Mahatma Gandhi, and Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. as his inspirations.
Franciscan Action Network (FAN)

I N T E G R I T Y O F C R E AT I O N
Secular Franciscans Can Make a Difference
On November 10, the State Department reported it is deferring a decision on the Keystone XL Pipeline
until 2013 to allow for further study of the alternative routes which would avoid the Sand Hills in
Nebraska, an area of environmental concern.
Franciscan Action Network members participated in a November 6 rally and circle around the White
House to demonstrate opposition to the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline, which would run from the tar
sands of Canada to refineries in Texas, exposing much of the middle of this country to environmental
pollution.
Franciscan Action Network (FAN)
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November, 2011

THOUGHTS IN SOLITUDE

Like many of us, my time is spent in the service of God,
or at least I believe that all I do is for him. One of my
favorite prayers is the one below by Thomas Merton.
~Rosemary

MY LORD GOD, I have no idea where I am going.
I do not see the road ahead of me.
I cannot know for certain where it will end.
Nor do I really know myself,
and the fact that I think I am following your will
does not mean that I am actually doing so.
But I believe that the desire to please you does in fact please you.
And I hope I have that desire in all that I am doing.
I hope that I will never do anything apart from that desire.
And I know that if I do this you will lead me by the right road,
though I may know nothing about it.
Therefore I will trust you always
though I may seem to be lost and in the shadow of death.
I will not fear, for you are ever with me,
and you will never leave me to face my perils alone.

Junipero Serra of Carmel Secular Franciscan Fraternity

“Like the Holy Trinity, Faith, Hope and Charity
are one. Theoretically, Faith, like the Eternal
Father, comes first, but in both cases they are
essentially one.”
~ Venerable Solanus Casey

